
In talking about the interview process, Dean said “of course it 
was nerve racking, I had an informal chat with the training 
provider first and that put me at ease but then I got through 
to the final stage and I presented to the S | Three team. I knew 
there were 3 of us, so I made sure I was confident and shook 
off the fear!”

Gemma, Gemma, Head of Corporate Social Responsibility at S | Three 
and who runs the company’s apprenticeship programme  
highlighted that “engaging with a charity for referrals to our 
apprenticeship programme  has been a great way to give a 
young person a positive opportunity to learn new skills, 
achieve a qualification and earn an income. 
We have been impressed by the 
rrelationships Achieve More have with their young people. 
Dean was a really strong candidate for our programme 
and you could tell Achieve More had really helped ensure 
he was work ready.  We are looking forward to seeing 
the difference this position will make to his future”. 
S | Three engages with a wide range of youth organisations  
and schools across the globe to deliver employability 
initiinitiatives. Gemma and her team are eager to have more 
young people cross the exciting threshold into S | Three in 
the future. 

Our employability work here at Achieve More aims to engage 
young people 16-24 who are looking for work and opportunities 
to develop. We know it won’t happen overnight, but we are 
willing to put the work in if the young person is. Our work is 
changing young people’s lives in Glasgow and as Dean 
mentioned, “I still can’t believe Achieve More helped me 
hehere, I still have all the trophies in my house from when I 
played football as a kid, It’s brilliant!”.

Congratulations Dean, we know you are going onto big 
things and thank you to Gemma and her team at S | Three for 
giving us the opportunity to partner with them. We look 
forward to seeing what the future holds. 

 
FFor more information, please contact Carla, Head of 
Development on 0141 558 4300 or at 
carla@achievemorescotland.co.uk

“ For me, school was good, but I didn’t see any value in me staying 
as I knew I would be taking subjects for the sake of it. I felt I had 
something to give just now to an employer. So, I worked with 
Achieve More Scotland to prepare for job searching and my 
interview with S | Three. ”

Dean, 16 secures a 1-year Business 
Administration Apprenticeship with 
S | Three, the specialist recruiters
To say we are over the moon for Dean is an understatement! Last 
week we had the great pleasure of going to see Dean in his new 
environment at S | Three, 1 week into beginning his role with the 
CorpoCorporate Social Responsibility team. Dean will engage in a 12 
month apprenticeship with S | Three whilst completing a 
qualification as he works. Dean decided to leave school at 16 and 
begin engaging in the working world.


